Abstract-Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a popular design paradigm for distributed systems today but the high adaptivity and complexity of SOA implementations may also introduce additional sources of faults. We first describe typical steps in SOA to understand possible faults. Then, we provide a corresponding fault taxonomy according to the process of service invocation. Finally, we present possible benefits of our taxonomy for dependability enhancement in SOA-based systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since many companies depend on computer-based infrastructures, the dependability of these infrastructures is of primary concern.
Many infrastructures are based on distributed systems consisting of multiple independent computers. Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) [2] , [3] , [4] are a way to describe how service providers and service consumers interoperate loosely coupled using a service broker such as Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) [5] , [6] . The resulting selfadaptivity and self-management promise improved infrastructure but can also be sources of serious failures [?] .
To avoid failures, possible faults need to be known in advance to respond to them. For this purpose, we list and use the essential steps for SOA to build up a SOA-specific fault taxonomy ( [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] ). The advantages of our fault taxonomy are improved testing and more robust systems.
II. TESTING Due to the complexity of service requirements, most formal approaches for validation fail. So, we resort to software testing, which is an important technique to discover faults and increase the trust in the system. It can show the presence of errors but never their absence [11] . We use fault taxonomies to define faults and inject them in the system under test. Subsequently, we create tests that focus on the detection of these defined faults. Therefore, our test suite is highly adapted to SOAspecific systems and results in a higher test coverage.
III. FAULT TAXONOMY Typical steps in Service-Oriented Architecture are publishing, discovery, composition, binding, and execution. Faults may occur during all SOA steps. They will cause errors which will probably lead to a failure unless the SOA structure is capable of handling those errors. Fig. 1 gives an overview of possible faults. Especially the dynamics of SOA can cause unwanted behavior. In the following, we present plausible faults for each fault class.
Publishing Faults. During publishing, the service is deployed on a server so it can be executed and the service description is made public. Service Description Faults are similar to specification faults that occur when the description of the service is incorrect. The description may be faulty itself (Description Incorrect) or it may not match the deployed service (Service Description Mismatch).
Discovery Execution Faults. Execution faults occur when the service is executed but the result does not match the expected outcome (e.g. due to Service Crashed or Incorrect Result).
IV. AN EXAMPLE
We demonstrate the application of our taxonomy with a short example of a travel agency service (see Fig. 2 ).
The communication in our example can fail because of many reasons, which are all characteristic of SOA: For instance, the airline service expects a different date format (DDMMYY instead of YYMMDD), which is a Service/Description Mismatch according to our fault taxonomy. The communication between the travel agency service and the car service can be blocked by the car service because it does not trust the security certificates provided by the travel agency service. This would be an Insufficient Security fault. The payment service may accept the security certificate but returns an error during execution because the parameter specified cannot be interpreted. Instead of a decimal point, the amount of Euro and Cent is separated by a comma. This is a fault during specification (Service/Description Mismatch) that cannot be discovered before the actual service execution and therefore causes an Incorrect Input fault. We can bring many more similar examples that fit into our fault taxonomy. Service-Oriented Architecture is a popular approach to design distributed systems. We introduce a fault taxonomy for a systematic description of possible faults in SOA and show how they relate to each other. This knowledge is essential for building dependable systems as well as for testing the system via fault injection. Our fault taxonomy is complete in that it covers all typical steps of service interaction. However, the adaptations necessary for special domains can not be covered here. For domain-specific fault taxonomies, we will have to undertake a case study for the problems and sources of faults in that special domain.
Next steps in our work will include the creation of a test environment and the development of appropriate fault injection mechanism. This will allow us to validate the taxonomy and show its completeness.
A full version of this paper is available in [12] .
